Restaurant Consumers

Month  | Restaurant Page Hits | Median
--- | --- | ---
1 | 0 | 0
2 | 0 | 0
3 | 0 | 0
4 | 0 | 0
5 | 0 | 0
6 | 0 | 0
7 | 0 | 0
8 | 0 | 0
9 | 0 | 0
10 | 0 | 0
11 | 0 | 0
The graph shows the page hits for Restaurant Owners over different months. The median line remains relatively constant across the months, indicating little variation in page hits. The red line representing Restaurant Owners shows fluctuations, increasing in certain months and decreasing in others, but it generally stays above the median line, indicating that on average, Restaurant Owners have more page hits than the median.
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